
Air Hammers



First Steam 
hammer

made in the US 
in 1845



Types of
Air/Steam hammers 

and extractors

1) Single acting air/steam hammers and extractors
2) Differential acting air/steam hammers
3) Double acting air/steam hammers



Air/Steam single 
acting hammers: 

Vulcan

The first #1Vulcan was built 
in 1887
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The air/steam hammer was first operated on steam.  Steam boilers were commonly used for logging and for cranes and it was a natural development to invent a drop hammer raised by steam.  One of the first steam hammers was the #1 Vulcan, introduced in 1852.  The Vulcan #1 is still used today without many modifications.Lifiting sheave:  Used to raise and lower the hammerCyinder:  Large in diameter 



Vulcan drive caps

Box type

Pipe piles

Drive cap 
repair 
items

Concrete & 
H-beam

Concrete 
with re-bar

Follower for 
driving pile into 

the groundFor repairing broken cones 
on top of drive caps



Single-Acting 
Steam/Air 
Hammers

Single-acting steam/air hammers 
are gravity, or drop hammers, for 
which the hoist line has been 
replaced by a pressurized fluid –
steam or air.
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Single acting air/steam principle: Vulcan

In single-acting hammers, the 
motive fluid (air or steam) is 
working on the upstroke only.  
The ram falls by gravity on the 
down stroke.  On upstroke, the 
motive fluid flows under the 
piston through an open valve.  
The piston is forced up, lifting 
the ram to which it is rigidly 
attached.  At the top of the 
stroke, a valve rotates, 
blocking the inlet motive fluid 
path and opening a fluid path 
to the exhaust port of the 
hammer.  The motive fluid 
rushes through the exhaust 
port and the ram falls by 
gravity.  This operation is 
repeated for each hammer 
stroke.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In single-acting hammers, the motive fluid (air or steam) is working on the upstroke only.  The ram falls by gravity on the down stroke.  On upstroke, the motive fluid flows under the piston through an open valve.  The piston is forced up, lifting the ram to which it is rigidly attached.  At the top of the stroke, a valve rotates, blocking the inlet motive fluid path and opening a fluid path to the exhaust port of the hammer.  The motive fluid rushes through the exhaust port and the ram falls by gravity.  This operation is repeated for each hammer stroke.



Exploded view of single
acting air hammer: Vulcan

Assembled Exploded view



Adding mass to the ram to 
increase foot pounds of energy

Single acting
air/steam:

Vulcan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hammer sizes vary in energy.  To increase energy, ram stroke or ram weight must be changed.



Single acting 
air/steam:

Vulcan

Maintenance



Single Acting 
Air/Steam:

Vulcan

Maintenance



Maintenance

Single Acting 
Air/Steam: 

Vulcan



Vulcan McDermid Base
for Wood piles only



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual



Vulcan Single
Acting:

Field Service Manual



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual

Base/cylinder 
column hole repair



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service 
Manual

Column Repair



McDermid 
Base
for

2, 1, 106, 06

including
parts detail



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual

Outboard bracket 
shims



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service 
Manual

Stud
Installation



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual

Assembly procedures 
and

torque
specifications



Vulcan Single 
Acting:

Field Service Manual

Piston & rod
installation



Air/Steam: 
Vulcan

Safety issues



Differential 
acting steam/air 

hammer



Comparison Single vs Differential

SINGLE ACTING



Differential
Acting

Air/Steam hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people are not aware that there is a difference between the term “differential acting” and “double acting”.  A differential acting hammer has two air pistons that are different in size and therefore different in area.  The differential acting hammer exhausts only once a cycle compared to twice per cycle ona double acting hammer.



Heavy ram
short stroke

concept
Vulcan



Single Acting 
Air/Steam 
Hammer:
Vulcan

Lubrication 
requirements



How do I know how much energy a 
differential acting hammer is 

delivering?



By counting Blows per Minute and 
referring to an energy chart!  



Energy
Delivery: 
Vulcan



Double Acting Air Hammers



MKT 
Double-acting 
Air Hammers
•McKiernan-Terry Corp.

The predecessor to MKT was the McKiernan-
Terry Company and in 1897 they introduced
the double-acting hammers to the industry.
Used to drive steel sheet piling, H-beams,
timber piles, and pipe piles their rapid blows
per minute gave the contractor increased
production. The MKT double-acting hammers
were also good for underwater driving. In
addition they can be equipped with moil or
chisel points for demolition work.

9B3 10B3 11B3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 9B3, 10B3, & 11B3 hammers were known as ‘Pile Hammers’ while the #5, #6, &#7 hammers were known as sheeting hammers.



MKT
Double-acting
Air Hammers
•Anvils 
•Attachments



MKT 
Double-acting 
Air Hammers

•Operation

In the MKT valve chest air can enter through two passages
at the proper time into the power cylinder. One passage
leads to the underside of the Piston and the other passage
leads to the topside of the Piston. The valve chest also has a
port for exhausting the spent fluid. The Operating Cycle
starts like this – the spool valve opens a path for the air
inlet to the underside of the ram and at the same time
opens an exhaust path to the topside of the piston. The ram
rises until the upper balancing port is sealed and the lower
balancing port is open. The pressures on the ends of the
spool valve become unequal and the valve is pushed to the
down position. The inlet path is then opened to the topside
of the Piston and the underside of the Piston is open to the
exhaust port. The Piston moves down, first closing the
lower balancing port, and then opening the upper
balancing port. This action creates an unbalanced pressure
at the lower end of the spool valve and the valve is thrown
upwards and the operating cycle is repeated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section AA shows the valve position to let air in to start the stroke and raise the ram. Section CC shows the valve position at the top of the stroke to accelerate the ram downward and strike the anvil.



MKT 
Double-

acting Air 
Hammers

• 9B3
• 10B3
• 11B3

The Mechanics of Fluid-Valve Equipment
In the lighter types of McKiernan - Terry equipment (Hammers Nos. 0, I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 6.5 and 7
as shown in Fig. 3) and the Extractors (Nos. E.2 and E.4), the valve is thrown by a fluid
system. All of these machines are Double Acting. The Spool Valve is located in the Valve
Chest on the front of the machine.
The typical Valve Chest is made so that the motivating fluid can enter through two passages at
the proper time into the power cylinder; one passage leading to the underside of the Piston and
the other passage leading to the topside of the Piston. The Valve Chest also has a port to
provide an exhaust passage for the spent fluid. Drilled holes in the Valve Chest allow high-
pressure fluid to get behind the, ends of the Spool Valve so it can be actuated. From these
ends, passages lead to ports or ball valves in the cylinders, which are opened or closed by the
movement of the Ram. The opening or closing of these passages determines the '.throwing" of
the Spool Valve so that the fluid can be admitted or exhausted in proper sequence. A typical
operating cycle follows: The Spool Valve opens a path for the inlet motive fluid to the
underside of the Piston (Ram) and opens a path to the exhaust port from the topside of the
Piston. The Ram rises until the upper balancing port is sealed and the lower balancing port is
open. The pressures on the ends of the Spool Valve become unequal, and the Valve is pushed
to the down position
The inlet path is then opened to the topside of the Piston, and the underside of the Piston is

opened to the exhaust port. The Piston moves down, first closing the lower balancing port, and
then opening the upper balancing port. This action creates an unbalanced pressure at the lower
end of the Spool Valve and the Valve is "thrown" upwards, and the operating cycle is repeated.
In all fluid.valve equipment, motive fluid is working on the up stroke and on the down stroke. 
On the down stroke the piston falls by gravity, and its velocity is increased by the fluid 
pressure on the top of the piston.



MKT
Double-acting 

Extractors
•Photographs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: They are only using one pin in the sheets – must be easy.



MKT
Double-acting 

Extractors

•Service & Parts     
E-2
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